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ABSTRACT

The rise of artificial intelligence ("AI") from nascent theoretical science to an advancing juggernaut of industry with national security implications has begun to permeate U.S. federal administrative agencies. For all the potential benefits AI brings, misapplied or underregulated administrative agency utilization of AI risks eroding American values. The Executive Branch must carefully calibrate its administrative uses of AI to mitigate for biases that flow from models ranging from simple algorithms to complex machine learning systems, especially for biases that would adversely affect protected classes and vulnerable groups.

Save for a voluntary survey by an independent advisory agency, the federal government lacks an organic accounting of AI-use cases and development across administrative agencies. Recent executive actions have only begun to address these issues by establishing broad-stroke foundational principles and recommendations that can lead to the development of optimal AI regulation and general utilization. Despite these initial gains, the prospective utilization of AI in administrative adjudications, rulemakings, grant administration and the like, lack the structural framework to apply meaningful implementing and accountability mechanisms. The Biden Administration will have the opportunity and challenge to expand on the foundation of the Trump and Obama Administrations and normalize the process of administrative integration of AI with the quality control, consistency measures, and policymaking processes that best leverage federal government resources. This is especially important in light of the related national security implications that flow from this issue.

Regardless of whether the Biden Administration seeks to undergird executive discretion with legislation or operate on a self-restraint basis, the appropriate regulation of AI in administrative agencies should balance technological innovation with legal compliance and fidelity to well-tread limiting principles. We conclude that two units of the Executive Office of the President—the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, and the Office of Science and Technology Policy—are optimally situated and experienced to lead the policymaking, adoption, and utilization of AI systems in administrative agencies.
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INTRODUCTION

The adoption of artificial intelligence (“AI”) by federal administrative agencies is rapidly growing. This evolving practice is marked by an uncharacteristic opacity and a characteristic lag behind the private sector. A recent report by the Administrative Conference of the United States (“ACUS”), a nonpartisan independent research and recommendatory agency, observed that while nearly half of the agencies surveyed have experimented with AI, little is known about how such algorithms are actually being used.\(^1\) This has created concerns about whether these algorithms are eroding American values on account of AI bias and discrimination. Contemporaneously, foreign rivals are becoming increasingly competitive with the United States in AI applications and there is a growing concern that overregulation of technology will blunt the rate of American AI development.\(^2\) In contrast with its national security use, the nascency of the U.S. government’s administrative use of AI, coupled with the risk of losing its technological preeminence, will place the Biden Administration—and possibly Congress—in a reactive posture to use the gears of government to

---

\(^1\) See infra Section II.A (discussing the findings of Government by Algorithm: Artificial Intelligence in Federal Administrative Agencies (“The ACUS Report”). Nearly 45% of federal agencies have used either AI or machine learning in some capacity, but only 12% of agencies were rated as being “high in sophistication” of use by computer science researchers at Stanford University. David Freeman Engstrom, Daniel E. Ho, Catherine M. Sharkey, Mariano-Florentino Cuéllar, Government by Algorithm: Artificial Intelligence in Federal Administrative Agencies 6–7, ACUS 79 (Feb. 2020), https://www-cdn.law.stanford.edu/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/ACUS-AI-Report.pdf [https://perma.cc/JBX9-S3WJ].

effectively deploy and develop this technology in administrative agencies as an efficiency, efficacy, and innovation driver that would also benefit national security.\(^3\)

Without a centralized institutional structure to ensure the appropriate uniformity, accountability, limiting principles, and an adequate knowledge-sharing environment across government for administrative AI use, America’s economic strength, innovation, and national security could be avoidably exposed to greater risk. The federal government has for years identified international competitors in the field of AI as national security risks.\(^4\) On a bipartisan basis, America’s elected officials have pressed that “ceding leadership in developing artificial intelligence to . . . foreign governments will not only place the United States at a technological disadvantage, but it could have grave implications for national security.”\(^5\) President Biden has proposed a $120 billion investment in “critical technologies” and “America’s research infrastructure,” including in AI.\(^6\) He also cast Executive Order 14,007, President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, in part, as a mechanism to invest in AI.\(^7\)

---


Pertaining to the natural biases that dispassionate AI algorithms have displayed on vulnerable demographics, including those discriminating on racial or gender bases, the literature has just recently begun addressing mechanisms to mitigate and reduce the risk of machines acting contrary to law.\(^8\) This is acutely important when regulatory agencies need to immediately—or retroactively—adapt to a change in law or the construction of an existing law.\(^9\) In such instances, an AI system that was trained on one set of data may need to be modified or retrained to conform to the new rules. One need look no further than the summer of 2020, when the Supreme Court read the employment discrimination protections of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, prohibiting discrimination “because of sex,” to necessarily include discrimination because of sexual orientation and gender identity.\(^10\) Once such persons were observed under the law to have this body of discrimination protections, any administrative AI system making determinations on their behalf would need to be adjusted to account for the new groups.

Furthermore, if circumstances warrant that an algorithm must be modified to account for changes in the law, or that it needs to be trained on new additional data, new sources of bias may develop that did not initially exist; this may create accountability problems.\(^11\) For example, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) uses a supervised learning algorithm to predict fraud based on past referrals to the past SEC enforcement branch.\(^12\) The pool of referrals grows over time, which may result in changes to the model as it is going through the development and deployment process.\(^13\) As stated by the ACUS Report: “By their nature, the notice-and-comment process and APA-type judicial proceedings are static
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9 Engstrom et al., *supra* note 1, at 77.

10 Bostock v. Clayton Cnty., Ga., 140 S. Ct. 1731, 1753–54 (2020) (describing Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to proscribe discrimination “because of” an individual’s sex, by firing an individual because of the person’s sexual orientation or gender identity).

11 Engstrom et al., *supra* note 1, at 77 (“Actionable transparency can also falter when data and algorithms change dynamically . . . . A model reviewed at one stage (during the notice-and-comment process) may already be substantively different upon deployment. Conversely, problematic predictions at one point (a specific enforcement decision) might vanish as the model is updated.”).

12 *Id.*

13 *Id.*
and may not generate the information required to understand an algorithm in action.”  

And, where incidents of AI bias in AI-assisted recruitment present a major problem, the consequences of similar failings on behalf of the U.S. government are all the more profound because of the greater constitutional and statutory constraints on administrative agencies as well as the sheer scale and breadth of the domain of government regulation. Accordingly, the risks pertaining to bias in administrative AI deployments exist in many forms, creating the need for adequate policymaking and regulation.

This essay analyzes and proposes practical solutions that the Executive Branch should deploy to harness the most meritorious components of AI in their work while minimizing avoidable pitfalls. These changes do not require legislative reform as a prerequisite to be implemented—though such legislation would be valuable—and can readily be adopted as a function of sound public policy. As the Biden Administration implements its policy priorities, the measured introduction of AI into the federal bureaucracy would benefit from instituting normative structures so that the American public can best benefit from the promise of AI integration into government regulatory activity. If done correctly, these solutions will enhance American innovation by empowering the uniform application of regulation across the regulatory state.

A unified regulatory framework will enable assessments of current and developing AI to scale efficiently. These solutions will not hinder military and other national security AI applications, which have their own parallel guiding principles and are outside the scope of this essay. Rather than immediately picking and choosing from various technical and discrete legal proposals for AI in administrative law, we think that the best approach is to first make a key structural change so that the power of government—and American democratic innovation that follows—can institutionalize AI into the fabric of governing. Though others have proposed creating new entities, like an AI commission, the better approach is to charge the Executive Office of the President’s Office of Science and Technology Policy (“OSTP”) and the Office of Management and Budget’s (“OMB”) Office of Information and

14 Id.


Regulatory Affairs (“OIRA”) with executive agency AI utilization policymaking and quality control coordination, respectively.

Founded in 1976 by an act of Congress, OSTP was established to provide the President and the Executive Office of the President with advice on the “scientific, engineering, and technological aspects” of the economy, national security, and a myriad of other topics while also leading interagency science and technology coordination and assisting the OMB with annual review of research and development budgets. With experienced career staff historically advising political appointees and Presidents on issues including science and technology policy formulation, research and development budget issues, and—more recently—supporting the Trump administration’s American AI Initiative, OSTP is well-positioned to step into a greater role in the regulation of AI.

Already, the National AI Initiative Act of 2020, which became law in January 1, 2021, established the National Artificial Intelligence Initiative. Under AI.gov, such initiative has been charged with programmatically coordinating the federal government’s acceleration of “AI research and application for the Nation’s economic prosperity and national security.”

OIRA was established in 1980 as the federal government’s central authority for review of Executive Branch regulations.

---


18 Sargent & Shea, supra note 17, at 20; see also National Security Commission, supra note 3, at 165.


500 and 700 significant proposed and final rules each year” since 1994, OIRA staff are among the most professional in government and have extensive oversight experience. OIRA already plays a “fundamental role in Executive Branch privacy policy . . . [by] developing Federal privacy policy, and overseeing implementation of privacy policy by Federal Agencies.” By actualizing the reforms discussed herein, we believe that the technical expertise of OSTP coupled with the regulatory and implementation expertise of OIRA will enable the efficacious implementation and oversight of administrative AI. These reforms can readily be accomplished by the issuance of an Executive Order or Presidential Memorandum.

I. THE NEED FOR REGULATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE AI SYSTEMS

A. What Do We Mean by AI?

There is still a developing consensus on the term AI. We use the FY2019 National Defense Authorization Act (“NDAA”) definition that has been utilized in recent executive orders: “Any artificial system that performs tasks under varying and unpredictable circumstances without significant human oversight, or that can learn from experience and improve performance when exposed to data sets.” Within the realm of AI, there are


24 See Engel, supra note 22, at 17.

25 SAYLER, supra note 2, at 1.

26 Id. at 1–2 (“although Section 238 of the FY2019 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) directs the Secretary of Defense to produce a definition of artificial intelligence by August 13, 2019, no official U.S. government definition of AI yet exists”). Note that the FY2021 National Defense Authorization Act has a slightly different definition of AI. See NDAA 2021, supra note 19, § 233.
variations of what is termed “narrow AI” and the as-of-yet theoretical “general AI.” Presently, all AI systems can be classified into the category of Narrow AI, i.e., “algorithms that address specific problem sets like game playing, image recognition, and navigation.” This narrow AI distinction also applies to all known AI used by federal agencies though it has recently been revealed that much of how the government uses AI remains unknown to the public.

The prevailing technique to Narrow AI is known as “machine learning,” defined as “an automated process of discovering correlations . . . between variables in a dataset, often to make predictions or estimates of some outcome.” During this machine learning algorithm development process, which is commonly referred to as its “training process,” computer systems use large amounts of data to draw these new correlations. Many of the bias issues in machine learning arise from the methodology employed to train the dataset.

Early scholarship evaluating issues in AI have centered primarily on reforms to be made to systems once they have been implemented, while insufficient focus has been committed to the data—which agencies possess in large quantities—and on the steps leading up to the development and creation of the AI. The work of David Lehr and Professor Paul Ohm makes
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27 Narrow AI, DEEP AI, https://deepai.org/machine-learning-glossary-and-terms/narrow-ai [https://perma.cc/3RJT-MFWS] (“Narrow AI is a term used to describe artificial intelligence systems that are specified to handle a singular or limited task.”).

28 Id. (“The antithesis to Narrow AI, sometimes referred to as weak AI, is called strong AI. Strong AI, unlike Narrow AI, is capable of handling a wide range of tasks rather than one particular task or problem. This variation of artificial intelligence can be roughly conceptualized as a foundation for neural networks emulating sentience or consciousness.”); see also SAYLER, supra note 2, at 2.

29 See SAYLER, supra note 2, at 2.

30 See generally Engstrom et al., supra note 1; see also infra Section II.A for an in-depth discussion of the ACUS Report’s findings.

31 Id.


34 Barocas & Selbst, supra note 33, at 680.

35 Tom Abate, Stanford, UMass Amherst Develop Algorithms that Train AI to Avoid Specific Misbehaviors, STANFORD NEWS (Nov. 21, 2019).
this argument, and provides a sound accounting of the existing machine learning scholarship through 2017 while breaking down the components of machine learning into eight stages.36

B. Why Is Regulation of AI in Government Agencies Necessary?

A 2019 report found that 82% of Americans believe robots and/or AI should be carefully managed.37 Other recent studies have shown that the support for AI regulation is squarely bipartisan.38 In reviewing the quantity of AI that have been, or are in the process of being, implemented by agencies, the numbers are large.39 However, there is a dearth of clarity on how these systems are being implemented, and a lack of data available on which, if any, have ever been retired after being rolled out.40 As general data privacy concerns have entered the public’s mind,41 some have raised AI-specific privacy issues, particularly amongst those applications that employ facial recognition.42 It is also clear that administrative agencies’ known


36 Lehr & Ohm, supra note 32, at 669–702 (describing the eight stages as (1) "problem definition," (2) "data collection," (3) "data cleaning," (4) "summary statistics review," (5) "data partitioning," (6) "model selection," (7) "model training," and (8) "model deployment").


39 Engstrom et al., supra note 1, at 17. But see id. at 18.

40 See id. at 19 (describing the lack of sufficient publicly available information regarding what methods of machine learning are employed for various agencies AI implementations).


42 Engstrom et al., supra note 1, at 30; see also National Security Commission, supra note 3, at 11.
deployments of AI, while substantial, lag significantly behind the private sector, though the pace of government development of AI tools is accelerating. Taking into account these considerations, we make five observations:

- there is broad public support for careful management of AI;
- the amount of government AI already deployed is numerous and unaccounted for;
- there is insufficient transparency of when and how these systems are used;
- there are privacy considerations surrounding administrative AI applications; and
- AI systems are prone to bias.

Thus, the environment is ripe for principled regulation of government AI deployments. While it is plausible that all AI implemented by agencies are successfully performing their intended functions, it is possible that for at least some of these systems, the costs invested once development has begun create a bias in the agency that predisposes the agency to seeing the project through at the heavy cost of marginalizing or ignoring red flags that centralized benchmarking, review, and interagency commentary can resolve. While significant developments for ethical use of AI at the national and international levels are ongoing, there are nuances and concrete solutions that must be developed for AI use in regulatory agencies.

Until recently, many technical issues regarding AI, such as explainability to humans of how an AI makes particular determinations as well as the detection and measuring of unethical bias, posed seemingly

---

43 Engstrom et al., supra note 1, at 20 (“These results on sophistication should be taken with a grain of salt. Reasonable people can disagree about comparative assessments of sophistication . . . . Moreover, available documentation likely skews toward older technology.”).

unsolvable challenges for regulators.45 Even when technical remedies were potentially available to rectify these issues, legal barriers have inhibited the ability to properly examine AI implementations and make adjustments as needed.46

Bias47 has been well-documented in numerous applications of machine learning48 and has been highlighted as a significant issue in AI implementations.49 In the context of algorithms, bias produces results that are “systematically prejudiced due to assumptions in the machine learning process” and often stem from the data sets used to train models as well as


46 Id. at 39–40.

47 Bias, Black’s Law Dictionary (10th ed. 2014) (“a mental inclination or tendency; prejudice; predilection.”).

48 James Zou & Londa Schiebinger, AI Can Be Sexist and Racist—It’s Time to Make It Fair, 559 NATURE 324 (2018), https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-05707-8 (https://perma.cc/5MCS-Q9RP) (“When Google Translate converts news articles written in Spanish into English, phrases referring to women often become ‘he said’ or ‘he wrote’. Software designed to warn people using Nikon cameras when the person they are photographing seems to be blinking tends to interpret Asians as always blinking. Word embedding, a popular algorithm used to process and analyse language data, characterizes European American names as pleasant and African American ones as unpleasant. These are just a few of the many examples uncovered so far of artificial intelligence (AI) applications systematically discriminating against specific populations.”); Julia Angwin, Jeff Larson, Surya Mattu & Lauren Kirchner, Machine Bias, ProPUBLICA (May 23, 2016), https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing (https://perma.cc/972H-UB7C) (discussing how criminal risk assessment scores can generate higher rates of false positives for African-Americans than for Caucasians); Jeff Dastin, Amazon Scraps Secret AI Recruiting Tool that Showed Bias against Women, REUTERS (Oct. 9, 2018, 7:04 PM), https://www.reuters.com/article/us-amazon-com-jobs-automation-insight/amazon-scraps-secret-ai-recruiting-tool-that-showed-bias-against-women-idUSKCN1MK08G (https://perma.cc/3FW4-YDQT) (discussing how a natural language processing-based engine used for analyzing job applicants could score individuals who graduated from women’s colleges relatively poorly due to current workforce demographics); CATHY O’NEIL, WEAPONS OF MATH DESTRUCTION (2016) (discussing how contrary to intuitive perception, mathematical models which in theory are designed to be more fair than human decision makers often reinforce bias and are also opaque, unregulated, and uncontestable); Vishal Chawla, How a US Citizen Was Wrongly Arrested Due To A Flawed Facial Recognition Match, ANALYTICS INDIA MAG. (June 26, 2020) https://analyticsindiamag.com/how-a-us-citizen-was-wrongly-arrested-due-to-a-flawed-facial-recognition-match/ (https://perma.cc/AFQ2-8XLB) (discussing how U.S. citizen Robert Julian-Borchak Williams was wrongfully arrested by the Detroit Police Department over a year after an alleged shoplifting incident took place based on still images taken from a surveillance video run through facial recognition software).

49 OECD AI Society, supra note 44.
from the design of the model itself.\textsuperscript{50} Thus, using large datasets like the ones that agencies possess has great potential to systematically discriminate, especially on the basis of vulnerable groups, including those related to race and gender.\textsuperscript{51} Amazon, for example, ultimately had to discontinue using an AI-powered recruiting system because they were unable to remove gender bias from the results.\textsuperscript{52} The system was found to be unfairly favoring male job applicants due to the training data used to teach the system.\textsuperscript{53} Even after discovering the issue and eliminating any specific mentions of gender from the system’s consideration, the system continued to draw unfair inferences based on gender because certain words appeared more often in resumes of males than in resumes of females.\textsuperscript{54} Problematically, it can be difficult to trace the source of these negative effects to humans.\textsuperscript{55} And, sometimes, humans intentionally train biased AI algorithms in violation of federal law.\textsuperscript{56} The biases inherent in these applications have been demonstrated through recent quantitative research indicating that AI operating in large strategy spaces, as AI implemented by administrative agencies often do, disproportionately select unethical strategies when those strategies are not properly accounted for.\textsuperscript{57} Fortunately, new research is providing novel


\textsuperscript{51} Engstrom et al., \textit{supra} note 1, at 80; Barocas & Selbst, \textit{supra} note 33, at 677; see generally O’Neal, \textit{supra} note 48.


\textsuperscript{53} Dastin, \textit{supra} note 48; Satell & Sutton \textit{supra} note 50.

\textsuperscript{54} Dastin, \textit{supra} note 48; Satell & Sutton \textit{supra} note 50.

\textsuperscript{55} Dastin, \textit{supra} note 48; Satell & Sutton \textit{supra} note 50.

\textsuperscript{56} Keith E. Sonderling, Commissioner, U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, \textit{No Bots Need Apply: Microtargeting Employment Ads in the Age of AI}, \textsc{HR Dive} (June 9, 2021), https://www.hrdive.com/news/no-bots-need-apply-microtargeting-employment-ads-in-the-age-of-ai/601502/ [https://perma.cc/FFF6-CFXV] (AI-powered “microtargeted exclusions”—the exclusive targeting of certain classes of persons with job opportunities at the exclusion of others—”would withhold the very existence of job opportunities from members of protected classes for the sole reason of their membership in a protected class, leaving them unable to exercise their rights under federal antidiscrimination law”).

\textsuperscript{57} University of Warwick, \textit{New Mathematical Idea Reins in AI Bias Towards Making Unethical and Costly Commercial Choices}, \textsc{Phys.Org} (June 30, 2020),
means of detecting and minimizing unethical bias in many instances prior to AI implementation. These solutions also provide means for regulators or those seeking to challenge the results of an AI implementation to detect unethical bias following AI implementation. Current AI regulatory literature have proposed numerous potential ex post and ex ante solutions to address the inherent issues of bias. The latest of this literature has also discussed the shortcomings of these proposals and suggested more novel approaches.

II. THE FLEDGLING DEVELOPMENT OF REGULATING AI IN GOVERNMENT IN THE OBAMA AND TRUMP ADMINISTRATIONS

Significant attention has been paid to how federal agencies should regulate commercial AI use and concerns have been raised of the risk for overregulation. However, recent research shows that the progress made on the regulation of federal agency use of AI to date is limited. The Obama Administration released a report in late 2016 on the future of AI entitled Preparing for the Future of Artificial Intelligence in tandem with a


58 Beale et al., supra note 44, at 1; Philip S. Thomas et al., Preventing Unfavorable Behavior of Intelligent Machines, 366 SCIENCE 999 (Nov. 22, 2019), https://science.sciencemag.org/content/366/6468/999 [https://perma.cc/ZZW6-KTVS].

59 Thomas et al., supra note 58, at 999.


61 Engstrom & Ho, supra note 45, at 46–50 (discussing the merits of creation of an oversight board and “prospective benchmarking” in assessing AI decision tools).

62 Memorandum from Russell T. Vought to The Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies on Guidance for Regulation of Artificial Intelligence Applications 1 (draft guidance) [hereinafter Memorandum].


64 Memorandum, supra note 62, at 1–2.

companion National Artificial Intelligence Research and Development Strategic Plan. These plans were important steps in the right direction, but, as is apparent from the reports’ preliminary recommendations, they operated as an initial salvo into a novel space.

The Trump Administration made progress in the federal response to AI development by taking preliminary steps in organizing and regulating AI systems being deployed by government agencies under Executive Orders 13,859 and 13,960. Executive Order 13,859, Maintaining American Leadership in Artificial Intelligence, and the December 2020-issued Executive Order 13,960, Promoting the Use of Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence in the Federal Government, were the first actions of their kind to be specifically focused on AI. Together, they initiated a whole-of-government process to develop guidance for the regulation of AI applications at the macroscopic level.

As the Executive Branch has grappled with the legal implications of emerging technologies, the development of AI in administrative agencies remains in its infancy.

While much of the literature in this area views AI as a monolith, newer studies have begun to examine its nuances in different contexts. For example, Engstrom & Ho, supra note 45, at 5.
applications and stages of development. These works have built a rich foundation for a more nuanced examination of AI that will yield discrete solutions to legal problems. The numerous proposed solutions for regulating AI range from legislative approaches, such as amending the Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”) or enacting new statutes, to process and structure approaches, such as instituting a benchmarking regime and establishing a new AI oversight board. While legislative solutions have merit, we focus on the exercise of executive discretion in light of current congressional torpor on technology-oriented legislation. Within the Executive Branch, we hone in on the structural approach that we think is the best next step for the area—as opposed to engaging on technical features of AI policy or the various competing technologies—to accomplish adequate and effective regulation.

A. The ACUS Report

Several government agencies have recognized the need for reform regarding existing ethical frameworks to ensure they fit well with AI. In 2020, a report entitled Government by Algorithm: Artificial Intelligence in

---


74 Engler, supra note 15 (“With Democrats unable to take decisive control of the Senate, legislation to create a new regulatory body seems unlikely.”).

Federal Administrative Agencies (ACUS Report or the Report) revealed disconcerting findings about the lack of information and number of AI systems already being used or developed by administrative agencies with minimal federal oversight. Published by ACUS and drafted by a diverse research team that included lawyers, computer scientists, and social scientists, the report endeavored to understand how agencies are currently using AI systems. The ACUS findings provided that:

• “the government’s AI toolkit is diverse and spans the federal administrative state;”
• despite widespread agency use, the government’s development of AI still significantly lacks sophistications when compared to private sector counterparts;
• “AI poses deep accountability challenges;”
• agencies must continue to develop in-house technical capacity to continue to make “responsible and smart use of AI;” and
• “AI has the potential to raise distributive concerns and fuel political anxieties.”

Based on these findings, the ACUS Report proposes several options for “concrete reform ideas.” The three options presented range from minimalist to bold. The minimalist approach opts to interpret the APA as much as possible to “enable prudent ex ante review of algorithmic tools through the notice-and-comment process and/or judicious ex post review by courts.” For ex ante review, the Report suggests amending the APA to set new triggers for when an algorithmic tool should be subject to notice and comment. For ex post review, the Report suggests relaxing the presumption against reviewability of enforcement decisions that was described by the Supreme Court in Heckler v. Chaney.

76 Engstrom et al., supra note 1, at 19 (“Here lies the most sobering finding: For most government applications (61%), there is insufficient publicly available technical documentation to determine with precision what methods are deployed.”).
77 Id. at 6.
78 Id.
79 Id. at 6–8.
80 Id. at 77.
81 See id.
82 Id.
83 Id.
84 See id. (referring to the Supreme Court’s decision in Heckler v. Chaney, 470 U.S. 821, 833 (1985), which held that in the absence of statutory “guidelines for the agency to follow in exercising its enforcement powers,” an agency’s exercise of enforcement discretion is not reviewable by the courts).
To overcome the limitations of *ex ante* and *ex post* review under the APA, a second option proposed by the Report is to establish an AI oversight board within each agency or as a standalone agency staffed with “technologists, lawyers, and agency representatives” to monitor, investigate, and make recommendations to agencies seeking to adopt new AI. We believe that jointly empowering OIRA and the OSTP with policymaking authority to regulate agency adoptions and utilizations of AI systems would render an independent AI oversight board unnecessary and superfluous in light of the traditional congressional oversight role and agency inspectors general. A newly empowered OIRA and OSTP could serve dual functions of providing mandatory requirements and best practices guidance to agencies seeking to implement AI and also could provide (or commission) objective experts as needed for AI developments and implementations.

Lastly, a third reform option proposed by the Report is for agencies to engage in prospective “benchmarking.” The Report interprets the term in this context to mean that random sets of agency decisions made through a new AI implementation would continue to be made according to the status quo (without AI) in order to gauge the effectiveness of the new system. Of all the options explored in the Report, benchmarking appears to be the one most strongly supported in a forthcoming follow-up article written by some of the initial report’s authors. We think that this proposition is essential to ensure that the public and key stakeholders, such as lawmakers and potentially courts, understand the decisions being made through AI. Adhering to this proposition would also ensure that residual agency knowledge is retained in human counterparts and is not lost through overreliance on autonomous systems. Assuming there are sufficient human resources available, humans may be able to offer a supervisory review for a subset of decisions rendered by an AI.

B. Recent Executive Orders and Actions on AI

The development of standards for AI technology in government has been catalyzed by Executive Order 13,859 and some progress has been made to date. Such executive order requires the development of guidance

---

85 Id.
86 Id.
87 Id.
88 See Engstrom & Ho, supra note 45, at 46–50.
89 See Exec. Order No. 13,859, supra note 68.
for the regulation of AI applications91 while emphasizing the need to increase public access to government data concerning AI research and development.92 It principally charged the Director of the OMB to strike a balance between ensuring AI applications are implemented in a way that uphold American values while not unnecessarily hindering innovation.93 The order launched the “American AI Initiative” which aimed to direct federal funds and resources towards AI research while establishing “U.S.-led international AI standards.”94 The plan aimed to redirect funding towards the prioritization of investments in AI, create new federal resources available to AI researchers, have the National Institute of Standards and Technology (“NIST”),95 establish standards to develop “reliable, robust, trustworthy, secure, portable, quantum-information-science-research-centers [https://perma.cc/L49X-C2YH]; Press Release, Office Dir. Nat’l Intel., Intelligence Community Releases Artificial Intelligence Principles and Framework (Jul. 23, 2020), https://www.dni.gov/index.php/newsroom/press-releases/item/2134-artificial-intelligence-principles-and-framework [https://perma.cc/Z54C-E3HA] [hereinafter Intelligence Framework]; DOD Ethical Principles, supra note 75; Press Release, Nat’l Inst. Of Standards and Tech. (NIST), Plan Outlines Priorities for Federal Agency Engagement in AI Standards Development (Aug. 12, 2019), https://www.nist.gov/news-events/news/2019/08/plan-outlines-priorities-federal-agency-engagement-ai-standards-development [https://perma.cc/TN9A-YPHB] (issuing the plan as a response to Exec. Order No. 13,859 asking NIST to outline the development of technical standards regarding AI to assist in meeting the executive order’s objectives); see also Exec. Order No. 13,859, supra note 68.

91 See Exec. Order No. 13,859, supra note 68, at § 6 (Guidance for Regulation of AI Applications).

92 See id. at § 5 (Data and Computing Resources for AI Research and Development).

93 See id. at § 6(a) (“Within 180 days of the date of this order, the OMB Director, in coordination with the OSTP Director, the Director of the Domestic Policy Council, and the Director of the National Economic Council, and in consultation with any other relevant agencies and key stakeholders as the OMB Director shall determine, shall issue a memorandum to the heads of all agencies that shall: (i) inform the development of regulatory and nonregulatory approaches by such agencies regarding technologies and industrial sectors that are either empowered or enabled by AI, and that advance American innovation while upholding civil liberties, privacy, and American values; and (ii) consider ways to reduce barriers to the use of AI technologies in order to promote their innovative application while protecting civil liberties, privacy, American values, and United States economic and national security.”).


95 NIST Mission, Vision, Core Competencies, and Core Values, NIST, https://www.nist.gov/about-nist/our-organization/mission-vision-values [https://perma.cc/2W6J-SBZC] (describing NIST as a part of the US Department of Commerce charged with establishing measurements to support US industrial competitiveness among other responsibilities; NIST’s mission is “[t]o promote U.S. innovation and industrial competitiveness by advancing measurement science, standards, and technology in ways that enhance economic security and improve our quality of life”).
and interoperable AI systems,” retrain workers in AI, and collaborate with stakeholders at the international level to ensure AI is developed in ways consistent with American values.\textsuperscript{96} The plan however, was critiqued by some as lacking specifics sufficient to put the ideals into action.\textsuperscript{97} As stated by Harvard professor and chairman of President Obama’s Council of Economic Advisers responsible for crafting the administration’s aforementioned 2016 report Jason Furman, “The administration’s American AI Initiative includes all of the right elements; the critical test will be to see if they follow through in a vigorous manner . . . . The plan is aspirational with no details and is not self-executing.”\textsuperscript{98}

The Order produced significant preliminary results in the relatively short time since its release. NIST responded to the directives laid out in the order in late 2019 with a report entitled \textit{A Plan for Federal Engagement in Developing Technical Standards and Related Tools}.\textsuperscript{99} The Plan identified nine areas of focus for AI standards and established four recommendations for the Federal government to “commit to deeper, consistent, long-term engagement in AI standards development activities to help the United States to speed the pace of reliable, robust, and trustworthy AI technology development.”\textsuperscript{100} Several agencies created and adopted their own guidelines and principles for the use of AI for national security or defense purposes.\textsuperscript{101} Furthermore, in February 2020, OSTP released its first annual report on the progress made by the Initiative, including committing to doubling federal nondefense investment in AI research and development, updating its AI research and development strategic plan, calling on federal agencies to identify new opportunities to increase access to AI resources, and removing barriers to AI innovation.\textsuperscript{102} The White House also announced in August

\textsuperscript{96} Knight, \textit{supra} note 68.

\textsuperscript{97} Engler, \textit{supra} note 15 (“The Biden administration should be more proactive than the Trump White House, which took minimal action to avoid problems associated with the use of algorithms.”).

\textsuperscript{98} Knight, \textit{supra} note 68; see Minevich, \textit{supra} note 94.


\textsuperscript{100} \textit{Id}.


\textsuperscript{102} \textit{THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY, AMERICAN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE INITIATIVE: YEAR ONE ANNUAL REPORT} (Feb. 2020),
2020 a $1 billion investment in seven research institutes to advance “industries of the future,” including AI.  

Executive Order 13,859 was followed up with the second AI-focused order, Executive Order 13,960, on December 3, 2020. Executive Order 13,960 directs federal agencies to follow the nine common principles laid out in Executive Order 13,859 for designing, developing, acquiring, and using AI; establishes a common (generalized) policy for implementing these principles; directs all agencies to prepare an inventory of AI use cases by each agency; and directs the General Services Administration to create an AI track within the Presidential Innovation Fellows program to draw in industry experts to work within federal agencies on AI development tasks. As stated by the Executive Order,

The ongoing adoption and acceptance of AI will depend significantly on public trust. Agencies must therefore design, develop, acquire, and use AI in a manner that fosters public trust and confidence while protecting privacy, civil rights, civil liberties, and American values, consistent with applicable law and the goals of Executive Order 13859.

Despite the advances made by the Trump executive orders, the Obama Administration report and strategic plan, and other actions, none provide structural change of the OSTP and OIRA kind that we propose. Particulars of our proposal follow below.

## III. Empowering OSTP and OIRA to Regulate, Implement, and Oversee Effective Administrative AI Deployment

The federal government has an opportunity to further capitalize on the consistent progress made in the past two presidential administrations to


Exec. Order No. 13,960, supra note 16.


Exec. Order No. 13,960, supra note 16.

deploy AI efficaciously, thoughtfully, and rapidly in administrative agencies. In the absence of legislative enactment, but in furtherance of the spirit of the National Artificial Intelligence Initiative Act of 2020, the Biden Administration could make the proposed OSTP-OIRA changes expeditiously via an Executive Order or Presidential Memorandum. In a relatively short time span, the Trump Administration established a framework of principles to ensure that federal agencies adopting AI do so in a way that maintains public trust and upholds American values.\textsuperscript{108} It did this while laying the groundwork for creating a centralized repository for the tracking of AI use cases across all agencies.\textsuperscript{109} This emphasis on continuing to develop AI capabilities and appropriate regulation has advanced the U.S.; at the same time, more is needed.

The effectiveness of the steps taken by the Trump and Obama Administrations will largely depend on how agencies utilize the policies that have been laid out.\textsuperscript{110} Several organizations have already put forth their thoughts on how the new administration should handle AI regulation.\textsuperscript{111} The Biden Administration’s challenge will be to strike the appropriate balance between regulation and emphasized innovation. Underregulating AI in government risks deploying systems that undermine U.S. constitutional and statutory requirements of equal protection and discriminating against vulnerable groups on account of race, sex, or other factors.\textsuperscript{112} Overregulating AI risks stifling American technical innovation.\textsuperscript{113} These stakes carry national security implications.

Maintaining the position of the U.S. in AI will take a concerted effort of industry and the federal government, both in the national security space and otherwise.\textsuperscript{114} As stated by the vice chairman of Nasdaq in a recent CNBC interview regarding AI, “the U.S. already is leading, but it needs more . . . of

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{108} See supra Section II.B.
\textsuperscript{109} Id.
\textsuperscript{112} See supra footnote 48.
\textsuperscript{114} National Security Commission, supra note 3, at 7–14.
\end{flushleft}
a strategic approach involving the government.” At bottom, America’s reliance on the private sector for AI advancement is insufficient. The government must take the lead in creating fundamental developments in the field; and proper, efficient regulation is key to accomplishing this objective. The passage of the U.S. Innovation and Competition Act embodies a sizable capital investment by government in American AI technical advancement, though its effect on regulation in the AI space is indeterminate at this early juncture.

The task outlined in the recent Executive Order 13,960 of taking inventory of all AI use cases already employed in federal agencies is a daunting objective. When asked whether OMB as currently situated was appropriately resourced to document every federal AI application, Larson and Brookings Institution Rubenstein Fellow for Governance Studies Alex Engler stated that he is “skeptical” due to the “sheer volume of what’s currently in place today.” This opinion overlays with a finding in the ACUS Report. Empowering the resources the government already has in place may be the best way to appropriately regulate government use of AI going forward while accomplishing the policies and tasks laid out in Trump’s executive orders.

The OMB Memorandum, M-21-06, Guidance for Regulation of Artificial Intelligence Applications, has already advised that agencies implementing AI should follow the risk-based approach of Executive Order 12,866 “to consider the degree and nature of the risks posed by various activities within their jurisdiction.” We believe the OMB subagency, 115 Abigail Ng, The U.S. Government Needs to Get Involved in the A.I. Race Against China, Nasdaq Executive Says, CNBC (Nov. 26, 2020, 1:32 AM), https://www.cnbc.com/2020/11/25/nasdaq-executive-on-the-us-china-artificial-intelligence-race.html [https://perma.cc/TLN6-WSX2] (quoting Edward Knight, vice chairman of Nasdaq); see also National Security Commission, supra note 3, at 25.

See, e.g., Jonathan Vanian, White House Proposes Big Increase in A.I. and Quantum Spending While Cutting Other Sciences, FORTUNE (Feb. 11, 2020), https://fortune.com/2020/02/11/white-house-a-i-funding/ [https://perma.cc/JYL3-EH6U] (noting that Carnegie Mellon University professor Sridhar Tayur commends the proposed increased federal government spending on AI and quantum because he believes that companies like Google and Facebook, despite spending billions annually on AI, do not spend their funds on fundamental research like the government does).
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OIRA, in concert with OSTP, to be the ideal institutions to regulate agency AI implementations, and the Executive Order’s methodology to be the ideal foundational framework for evaluating individual AI implementations’ risks. OIRA has overseen the implementation of numerous government-wide policies and has reviewed numerous draft regulations under Executive Order 12,866, making it well-situated to scale its regulatory role to capture administrative AI. As part of its current duties, OIRA publicly discloses certain elements of its review process, including which changes are made based on OIRA’s recommendations.\textsuperscript{121} Such AI-related public disclosures provided by a newly empowered OIRA would critically help accomplish the goal of building public trust in the administrative adoption and acceptance of AI as described in Executive Order 13,859 and outlined more broadly by other organizations.\textsuperscript{122} As the source of much of the material produced by the American AI Initiative, OSTP would work well with OIRA to accomplish effective AI oversight. This preliminary work would also situate OSTP well to determine what technical and anti-bias standards should exist and would enable the agency to keep OIRA informed on what should be appropriate oversight. As a part of the Executive Branch, OSTP is well positioned to coordinate among agencies, and government and nongovernmental subject matter experts.\textsuperscript{123} OSTP and OIRA could consult with ACUS and NIST to commission further studies on AI usage in regulatory agencies.

For the purposes of tackling the major problems associated with unsound utilizations of AI, the federal government needs an institutional structure to keep up with industry and the technical acumen to be able to benchmark, test, and utilize such systems to comply with the Constitution’s restraints on government and the myriad of federal nondiscrimination statutes, especially on the basis of race and sex.\textsuperscript{124} Potential structural deficiencies have also emerged in the government’s cybersecurity infrastructure in general, most recently with the SolarWinds hack.\textsuperscript{125} A
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centralized regulatory infrastructure body may be able to address these related issues. Evidence of changes that reflect a more unified control structure to adjust to evolving challenges are clear in the latest NDAA, particularly with the establishment of a new Senate-approved National Cyber Director “to coordinate the federal government’s various digital missions and serve as the president’s principle cyber adviser.” Situated within the Executive Office of the President, the National Cyber Director and their staff will have responsibilities including presidential advising; pruning of federal policies, guidelines, and regulations; and providing interagency coordination for incident response. The passage of the NDAA establishing the National Cyber Director with its White House and interagency coordinating responsibilities could reflect a willingness within the now-Democrat led Congress to have more centralized control structures within the Executive Branch for regulating administrative (or general) application of AI.

To effectively accomplish the structural solution of an empowered OSTP-OIRA AI regulatory entity, OIRA will need to change and grow through the hiring of additional data and computer scientists and engineers to build on the resident knowledge of the federal government regarding AI. In addition, OMB’s Office of General Council will likely need to appropriately staff its ranks with subject matter experts specializing in AI, who can bridge the gap between the technical nuances of agency AI implementations and applicable laws and policies. This greater technical expertise will also likely have the added benefit of better enabling the Executive Branch to reduce its repeated cyber exposure and by extension, America’s cyber exposure by virtue of the vast data on American businesses and individuals that the government possesses. In other words, having more technical expertise within regulatory entities optimally positioned to command a holistic view of the federal administrative state—in addition to helping ensure AI use cases adhere to consistent legal and ethical principles—will have a halo effect of ensuring there are government AI subject-matter experts who will be part of a more-resilient cybersecurity infrastructure that agencies, like the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency, protect. The Brookings Institute has similarly suggested

cybersecurity/2021/01/04/biden-aide-calls-solarwinds-top-priority-as-new-details-emerge-792539 [https://perma.cc/5KPF-MSWV] (discussing reports that the Department of Homeland Security’s Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency may have insufficient resources to “provide direct support” to the SolarWinds investigation).
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that the auditing of agency AI systems could be accomplished by OSTP using its existing authority to hire additional data scientists into the United States Digital Service through the aforementioned Presidential Innovation Fellows program.128

Regardless of whether Executive Orders 13,859 and 13,960 are revoked,129 OIRA should still have a central role alongside OSTP as part of the structural Executive Branch solution to the issue of AI regulation in administrative agencies. And while advisory boards and committees can serve a valuable purpose to draw attention to an issue or to attract the knowledge of industry or those of complementary disciplines, it will be the career government employees with institutional expertise who will be helpful in promoting the long-term promise of responsible and efficacious deployment of administrative AI.
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